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Abstract
The practicesof target costing and kaizen costing
have received
considerable
rnethods
which
can
support
competitive
strateprominence as cost management
However
these
techniques
do
require
the
support
ofinternal
cost
information
gies.
systems
which
provide both guidance and feedback on policiesto effectively reduce
resource
consumption
within
the organisation.
This paper explores the operation of
kousuu reporting
system.
It involves the monitoring
of
justsuch a system-the
resource
use in the conversion
cost area by profilingthe various
work
times associated wjth
component
This
visibility
to
resource
functiens.
consumption,
it
gives
supports
the kaizen philosophy of beating previousactual
by
revealing
performance
time trends and facilitates
cost management
ideas forimprovement. As it is based on
source
provides a relatively unambiguous
decisions
and
future
action
previous
guides

*

t

i

by integratingbudgetary targets and
straightforward

non-financial

feedbackwhich

of

on

resource

measures

indicates the impact

consumption

and

it
of

reduction.
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1. Introduction
Japanese
cally

management

driven,supportive

accounting
of

cost

has

consistently

effectiveness,

and

been
market

characterised

as

strategi-

(seefor example
these factors).
Exemplifying
oriented

McMann and Nanni, 1995 for a review which
emphasises
accounting
system
design is the
these featuresand central to Japanese management
(Tanaka,1995; Tani et al, 1994; Kato, 1993;
practice of target cost management
Monden, 1992). [[hisapproach
is widely
used
among
companies
in Japan'skey indusconsiderable
trialsectors.
While target costing has been high profileand accorded
credit
for its contribution
to the economic
success
of Japanese companies,
it is,in
essence,
a very
straightforward
procedure. The determination ofa target cost involves
the estimation
of expected
market
an expected
is
price from which
profit margin
deducted. Achievement of the resultant
figure becomes the responsibility
of product
designersand all those involved in the production and selling process. Thus it is an
approach
which
interface
possesses the great attraction of creating an explicit market
with
the organisation's
internal costing
system.
Another key attribute
lies in its
capacity
to be used at the stage of product planning and design when the significant
cost
commitment
decisionsare made.
At this stage its motivational
impact can be
most
the deliveryof viable
efTt)ctive not only in ensuring
product innovation but also
by screening out those new product ideas which are unlikely
to meet the market
test.
However it is an approach
that can also be Used throughout the product lifecycle to
help maintain
of the existing
profitabilityand provide guidance on the composition

product portfolio.
While the process of setting target costs and some
of the work
functions (e.g.
value
engineering,
functional cost analysis, inventory and supplier management)
associated
with attempting
to meet the target have been subject to research
and
review
(Sakurai,
1990;Horvath 1993;Tanaka et al, 1992),there has been a comparative
neglect of the
technical attributes of the accounting
information systems
available
within
Japanese
companies
to support these activities. This paper provides some redress to this imbalance
by examining
one
common,
aspect
of Japanese
internal
yet fundamental,
accounting
information provision, the Kousuu reporting
system.
A elear and current
knowledge of how resources
are consumed
within
the organisation
is fundamental to
the effective management
of cost in accord
with
set targets. Managerial demand
for
this knowledge is one major
reason
why
activity
based costing
(ABC) has become so
popular so quickly in the West (Innesand Mitchell,1995). However, in Japan, interest in the practicaldevelopment of ABC has been both slower
and
later. In part this
has occurred
because one of the most common
characteristics
of costing
systems
in
Japan is the detailedinformationwhich they generate on resource
use
in the various
which
constitute
the core internal value chain
processes (manufacturingand support)
of the organisation.
A key featureof the traditionalJapanese costing system
is the
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regular

and

periodic generation

key resource

sets

of

Management

detailedprofilesof how
Conventionallythis is provided formanagement
in
financial forms (Kousuu based charge rates).
The

of report

have been used.
(Kousuu) and

Accounting, 1997

sets which

contain

both non-financial
Kousuu reporting
system
is used to both initiate cost
produces information which
reduction
initiativesand provide feedbackto help judgethe success of action already
of design modification
taken. It thus supports
the programmes
and
continuous
improvement which underlie the eflbctive utilisation
of target costing
methods.

2. TheStudy
This paper is based

the Kousuu reporting
system
in a large
Japanese manufacturing
company.
The use of the case method is appropriate
as the
is merely
exploratory
research
and descriptive
(Yin,1984; Scapens, 1990). The purthe nature
of Kousuu and
to explain
the role which
it
pose of the study isto illustrate
cost management
and performance measurement
within
the
played in cost accounting,
Japanese company.
The emphasis
of the resear
¢ h was
therefore on the technical
nature
of the Kousuu system.
The study was undertaken
in the firsthalf of 1995 at the company
headquarters.
As the case fbcussedon the specific nature of certain accounting
infbrmationbeing
the company,
data were gathered by interviews and discussion with
produced within
the cost management
team responsible
for both the design and operation
of the
Kousuu ReportingSystem and with a small sample of the key managerial
users of the
infbrmation. The interviewswere conducted
over a period of three months
while
the
researchers
assimilated
the system
and
obtained
clarification
on
problematic issues.
In addition documentation comprising
the various
reports
generated by the system
were
obtained
and studied.
The case report which fbllows is a condensation
of the
Kousuu Reporting System, but one which
includes all of the key reports
which
commanagement.
While no generalisations
prised the information provided to company
can be drawn from one case, the literature
on Kousuu and the authors'
experience
suggest
that this example
is not untypical
of the Kousuu
systems
which
are
widely
used

on

a case

study

of

in Japan.

3. TheNatureofKousuu
Kousuu
encompass

are

units

all of

the

of resource
major

resource

consumption
elements

expressed
of conversion

in physical terms.
and

support

cost

and

They
typi-

in terms of either the direct or indirect labour time or machine
time of the production factors which
constitute
the organisation.
A complete
set of
Kousuu thus represents a detailedinventoryof all of the conversion and support activity undertaken
in the firm. Thus Kousuu can be based on production processes,work
cally

are

measured
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cells, machines

This type
an

and

service

ofinfbrmation

can

input object focus it can

Performanee Measurement

on

functions such as maintenance
and materials
handling.
be usefully
ways.
For example,
with
presented in various
be designed to represent
the time distribution
of the vari-

production line,a shift, or a factoryforany specified
object,
Kousuu may
also
be
period of time. However, by focussing on an output
expressed
in terms of the various
time components
of the work
required
to produce
one
unit
of finalproduct. In this latterfbrm itis known
as Gentani. A Gentani thereforeprofiles the pattern of conversion
work
resource
consumption
by individual product lines.This approach
of
provides one basis forboth the derivation and assessment
standard
costs,
in itsown right.
as well as providing a working
perfbrmance measure
Finallyto accommodate
the financialdimension,a charge
rate
can
be computed
for
each
Kousuu based on the cost of the resources
which
contribute
to the labour andlor
equipment
and service input ofthe relevant
activity. This can then be used
to convert
the Kousuu work times into costs which
can
be applied
to all of the above types of cost
object. In Japan, Kousuu are extensively
used
in the manufacturing
sector and their
design and operation are widely referenced
in applied texts (eg DES, 1989; GBD,
l991).
One of the strengths
of the system
it captures
of Kousuu is the levelof detai1which
and feedsbaek to management.
For example, Figure 1 contains
an illustration
of a
Kousuu based on labour working
hours fbr a particularproduction process fora specifiedtime period. From leftto rightthere is a hierarchical
decompositionwhich
first
classifies
working
time into that which
adds
value
hours) and that
(basicworking
which
management
does net (line
hours) and then a furthersubdivision is made into
director support work and finallya segmentation
into the detailed activities which
ous

work

constitute

elements

each

comprising

of

these

a

components.

This decomposition is one of the advantages
of Kousuu as ithighlights how resource
is consumed
and in so doing itfacilitates
the identificationof non-production
time and
operational
irnprovement. Monitoring the
guides managerial
policy on continuous
Kousuu over time (often
daily) also assists in locating problems at a.n early enough
stage

to permit prompt

These

remedial

action

furtherenhanced

not only

by

by managers

but by operatives.

linkages fbr
Kousuu components.
For example,
all of the basicworking
hours will typicallybe the
responsibility
of the production engineering
department. They will attempt to devise
new
work
methods
and work
support
services
which
will improve the utilisation
of
directwork time. The iine management
hours will be the responsibility ofthe production department who will attempt,
over time, to reduce
andlor
eliminate
the non value
added
work
time from this component.
attributes

are

establishing

responsibility
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Figure1
WorkingHoursforKousuu
[[tsTpeofworkinghours

Activities

BasicworkingNetworking1,machineloadingandunleading
hours<BWH)hours(NWH)2.workingmanuallyoroperatingmachines
3.supplyingpartsdaily
4.washingprocessedpartsandfinishedproducts

5.measuringprocessedpartsandfinishedproducts
Incidental

1,walkingbetweenprocess

workinghours2,dressingpartsandproducts

(A)

3,loadingpartsonaubomaticmachines
4.adjustingmachinetolerance
5.checkingsizeofprocessedpartsandfinishedproductsbyrandomsampling
6,cleaningforcheckingsizeefprocessedpartsandfinishedproductsby
Tandomsampling

1,turnonandoffthemainswidehes
LinemanagementIneidental
Workinghours{IIMH) workinghours2,preparingpartsformanufacturing
hours
3.preparingandcheckingtools
(B)
{1ifH)
4.checkingmachineandsupplyingoi]
5.cleaningmachinesandfloors

6,warmingupandtrainingmachines
7.holdingpreliminarymeetingandmakingcontactwithworkers

8,checkingblueprint
Incidental

1.changingcuttingorgrindingoil

werkinghours(C)2.changingrunningorlubricatingoil

Setupheurs(SU)1.changingfittingandfixingtools
2.changingmanufacturingtools
Artificialdelay1.relatingtoabnormalshopfloorworks
2.relatingtofactorymanagement
hours(AD>
3.relatingtopersonalissues

Waitinghours(W)1.waitingformanufacturingpartsandproducts

therefore represents
a set of regularly
available
for
performance measures
use at many
levelswithin the business.In this role they relate to various dimensions
of perfbrmance, including production line productivity, production support
efficiency,
cost
management
human resource
effectiveness
and
management
and
allocation.
Frequentlyforperformance measurement
they are expressed
in the fbrm of Gentani
in Figure 1 by the number
(computed by dividing the columns
of funded products manufactured).
This type of analysis highlightsthe significance
of the various
Kousuu
components
in a way which is directlyrelated to actual achievements
in respect
of
meeting
target costs. They allow progress towards meeting
a cost target to be monitored and refiect over time the success
of the firm'seffbrts
to continually
improve.
Kousuu
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One

is the

on

Performance Measurement

time into itsvalue added
Identification of non-value
added
hours provides a
and non-value
added
components.
focus for cost reduction
effort.
It also facilitates
the common
use
of the ratio ofvalue
represents
important
added
to non value added
time components
which
another
kousuu based performance measure
for production management.
Pressure to reduce
intensifies the quest for elimination
of non-value
added
work
time.
this measure
Indeed itis a key test of most Japanese cost management
policiesand initiativesthat
they will impact favourably on the organisation's
Kousuu. Reduction of Kousuu is a
key indication of cost effectiveness.
Without clear evidence
of this the cost implications of any new development can be called into question as they will lackmanagerial
credibility.
Thus the analysis
of any
new
production initiative'simpact on Kousuu
will be a crucial element
of the case foritsadoption.
Kousuu do however require
to be used with care as they impinge on the sensitive
issue of employees'
the microscope,
work
time. They put the employee
under
and in so
doing they do promote a pressure on both the individualand group to continuously
improve. If taken too far such pressure can be dysfunctional. For example,
while
the
elimination
of slack does appear
to offer a ready rneans of improving costs itmay have
other
consequences.
Employees may lose some of their freshnessas work intensity
increases, innovation and creativity may be stifled and ultimately
both workforce
morale
and output
Kousuu are therefore bestused as a conquality are compromised.
structive
support
system
for improvement rather than as a punitive control device.
notable

feature of Kousuu

Process

segregation

of work

4. Kousuu-BasedReports
The

descriptionprovides a general perspective on the type of infbrmation provided
by Kousuu. However to improve itsanalytical potential the Kousuu results
need
to be put into meaningful
context.
In addition
to the tracing of actual
trends,
expectations
and improvement
targets can be incorporated into a system
of Kousuu
reporting.
Consequentlyin addition to the decompositionanalysis shown in Figure 1,
Kousuu can also form the basisof a set ofperiodic reports. These permit management
(1) to feedback and match operational
(2)
performance with locationsand employees,
to set itin the context
of expectations
and, (3)to link it to suggestions
and policiesfor
improvement. Five reports lieat the heart of the Kousuu-based reporting
system
whieh
achieves
these three objectives.
The nature
of each of these reports
isnow considered in turn.
above
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I

Detailed actual Kousuu Statement

(1)(2)(3)(4)(5)(6)(7){8)(9)(10)(11){12)
<13) (14) (15)
WorkingsectionLineNe,'lineName,TotalfousuuPreducti'onumtsbialprodlictunits1)Trialpreduct1)PrDcessMan
2)Newproductionlgarnangtlme
2)Teaching2)Qualit)T2)Total

Columns 1-3 specify the Kousuu location. Column 4 and 5 provide the actual
Kousuu allowance
forthe actual production units of established products. Where a
is included
and
the total expected
Kousuu
(columns6-11). This specifies
allowance.
In addition
the breakdown of any extra Kousuu time caused by product or
technology novelty
is provided (columns 8-10). Finally an analysis
of support
work
times forall products is given(columns 12-14).
level of Kousuu
Report I is produced daily as a means
of tracking the actual
achieved
in the factory.A variety of this style of report is produced, each specified
fbr
individual work
sections
on
which
is sumparticular production lines. Its content,
marised
abeve, can be extended
to incorporatethe level of detailshown in Figure 1.
To provide further detailand context,
information is also produced on trialproducts
which
are being manufactured
forthe firsttime and on product mix, lossesoccurring,
teaching or instruction time and quality of output.
Thus the perfbrmance of several
new

or

trial produet

dimensions of

actual

or

is in process an
the units produced

technology

operational

work

activity

additional

is captured

in a

seetion

regular

and

detailed

key trends in itseffectiveness
and
effiTo fu1fi1
its feedback role the report is,typically, checked
daily and also subciency.
mitted
on a monthly
basisto managerial
meetings.
Importantlyitis also used to provide usefu1 daily feedback to those involved in carrying
out
the operational
work.
Its
dailyappearance
shows
trends clearly, guides remedial
action and fosters
the motivation for staff to keep improving on past actual performance.
Columns 1-7 locate and summarise
the data from Report I. Columns 8-11 provide a
comparison
of current
and
and
for
past Gentani fbr established
product work-time
identifying
work
hour savings made.
Columns 12-15 provide the same information for
the support
work.
manner

which

permits

management

to

monitor
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REPORT
II
DetailedKousuu Reduction Statement

(1)(2)(3)(4)(5)(6)(7)(8)(9)(10)(11)C12)

(13) (14) {15}

1)Trialproduct
1)ftDceSSManagement
1>Loss1)ProductMix
1)Totalextrahour
2)Newproductienleamingtime
2)Teaching2)Quality2)Total
WorkingsectionLineNe,LineName,Teta1fousuuProductionunitsrtialproductunits

Its fecus is however on the
Report II isbased on the dailyactual Kousuu statement.
savings
made
in Kousuu during the lastsix month
period. These savings are presentactued by expressing
the Kousuu in Gentani (hoursper unit) fbrm. Thus the average
and
savings
al performance
forthe current and preceding halfyearscan be compared
highlighted. The availability
of this report emphasises
managerial
interestin continumake
eflbrts to
improvement and therefore stimulates
employees
to continually
effbct
the savings which
will show
up
as a positiveattribute
of their perfbrmance on
The use of Gentani helps all concerned
to appreciate
the potentialsignifithis report.
cance
of their effbrts in terms of improving the unit cost of outputs
and so enhancing
strength
of the firm.
the competitive

al

R[EPORT
III
Kousuu Established Product Bud
(1) (2) (3)(4)(5)(6)(7)(8)

et

Statement

(9) (10)(11){12)(13)(14)

{15)

Current%yearTotalKousuuPrDductionunitslhusuutunitSavedKousuuSavedgeNext9eyearTo
CostcentrelinesectionLineName,Last9`･year
actualKousuutunit

Columns

1-3 locate the data. Column

4 provides the most recent Gentani as a comcurrent
halfyear isthen summarised
in columns 5Kousuu fbr the fbrthcomprojection of the expected

parator. Performance forthe most
10. Finally lines 11-14 provide a
ing halfyear and the Kousuu savings expected are explicitly identified.
Report III incorporates the budget expectations
forthe firm'sestablished
products
Kousuu fbr the fbrthcoming halfyear. To provide a context
for this the actual perfbrmance
for the most recent halfyear is provided. The budget specifically incorporates a
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percentage terms and so
again
reinforces
the quest fer continual
improvement. It is at this stage that the system can be formally linked to the practice of target costing by ensuring
that the budthe market
determined
get incorporates the levelsof performance required to meet
established
by target costing exercises.
production standards
savings

expressed

absolute

and

REPORT
td

foK

IV
wAttStt

(1)Workinghourstructures(NWH)(A)
(2)

t

(B)

(C)(sc)(AD)(W)

(B)

(C)(sc)(AD)(W)

(B)

(c)(sc)(ab)(W)

(B)

(c)(sc)(AD)(W)

(B)

(C)(sc)(AD)(W)

ProduetionProcess
ProcessX

(3) (AetualWorkingHours)(N'WH)(A)
ProcessY

(4)

(ActualWorkingHours)(NWH)(A)
ProcessZ

(5)

(ActualWorkingHours)(NWH)(A)

(6)Standardworkinghours

(foreachproeess)(NWH)(A)
Kaizenactivities
l,2,31,2,3

(7)

1,2

1,2,3

Proposal

Abbreviations:The abbreviations
used
are listedbelow, they correspond
to those used
fi)r
the component
Figure 1.
(NWH}
Net working
hours, (A) Incidentalworking
hours of A (B) Incidentalworking
hours
Incidental working
hours ofC, (SU) Setup hours,{AD> Artificial
delay heurs,(W) Waiting hours.
=

=

=

=

=

1,2
figures in'
of

B,

(C)

=

=

Line 1 gives the columnar
headings. Lines 3-5 provides the actual Kousuu fbrthree
Kousuu which
applies
to each of
production processes. Line 6 identifiesthe standard
the production processes. Finally line 7 contains
the Kaizen activities proposed to
redress
the unfavourable
Kousuu variances.
The numbers
given relate to those contained in Figure 2.
Report IV links the Kousuu control and feedbacksystem to managerial
action.
This
is achieved by presenting the Kousuu in the segmented
form outlined
in Figure I and
by providing a direct comparison
of it with
the budgeted specification.
Variances
between budget targets and actual performance are therefore identifiedand the report
construction
also
visually
highlights the extent
of variances
by recording
the actual
figuresfor the components
of each precess Kousuu in rectangles
which
are in proportion to their actual magriitude
vis-a-vis the standards
established.
Thus the boxes (for
each process) above
for the actual working
hours will normally
be larger or smaller
than the size of the corresponding
standard
working
hours box to indicate favourable
or unfavourable
variances.
Finally the proposals foraddressing
variances
are listedin
For example,
listedin Figure 2 would, in fact,be
the report.
the specific suggestions
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provide the basisfor improvements to
To ensure
performance, at least,in line with the budgeted specification.
action
is under way, these Kaizen activities would
have to be specifically
detailwith their Kousuu impact quantified in order to facilitate
future

actual

remedial

listedin some
ex-post

Process

ofService

report

and

would

,

audits.

Figure 2
Kaizen Activities*
NetWorkingHourVariances
1
Speedupworkactivity
2
Eliminatelreducenon-va}ueaddedactivity
3
Introducenewmachinery
IncidentalWorkingHour(A)Variances
1
Changeworklayout
2
Increaseproductivityoflines
3
Introducemoreautomation
IneidentalWorkingHourB,CandSet-upHourVariances
1
Changeapproach
2
Adoptone-lathetoolchangingsystem
3
Reducenumberofchanges
ArtificialDelayHourVariances
1
Reducemachinewatchstaffing
2
Re-balanceworktostaff

WaitingHourVariances
1
2
* Numbers

Re-schedulethroughputtominimise
Findalternativeworkforemployeestodo

correlate

to these

on

Report TV,line7.

REPORT

Kousuu Bud

et

Statementwhen

(1)(2){3){4)(5)(6)(7)

V

Investment and Kaizen Activit are Planned
(8) (9)(10)(11){12)

(13)(14) (15)

Trialproductsfornext%year
ExtraKeusuufernext%year
Last9eyearactual
Current9`･year:TotalKousuu
heductionunitsKousuutunitSayedKeusuuSavedoreNext%yearlTotalKousuu
ProductionmitsfousuulunitInvestment
effectivenesskaizeneffectivenessSavedKousuuSaved%

Kousuutunit

Columns 1-3 establish
the products concerned
Columns 4-8 provide data on current performance
comparable

projectionsfor the

coming

their

and
and

columns

half year during

which

budgeted total Kousuu.
9-11 and 14-15 provide
investment and Kaizen
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are included(columns12 and
planned. Two furthertypes ofprojection
13). First(column12) the expected
reduction
in Kousuu from new capital investments
in manufacturing
technology is specified.
Second (column13) the expected
Kousuu
activities

are

reduction

from Kaizen activities isalse

specified.

Report V is a close adjunct
to the fourth. It is essentially
a budget supplement
which
is specifically devoted to situations where capital investment and Kaizen activity are expected
to occur. Columns are included which
establish
the returns
which
in the Kousuu. It is particuthese initiativesshould
generate in terms of reductions
larlypertinent in organisations
where
the product range is extensive and the product
lifecycles are short.
In these circumstances
emphasis
is givento the expected
return
to be achieved
from investment in capital equipment
(interms of Kousuu reduction),
and from Kaizen aetivities as these are normally
the key ways in which new product
manufacturing
time can be reduced,
lead times to market improved, cost effectiveness
enhanced
and
the commercial
exploration
of innovation enhanced.

5Using

The Kousuu

System

Kousuu provides the basisfor generating a regular flow of
As illustrated
above,
highly detailedinformationon operational performance. This infbrmationnot only
but provides the foundationforthree specific
provides timely feedbackto management
areas

of cost management.

tIM
t
(1)pt
m
Figure 3 outlines how the analysis
ing input into the

Gentani and Kousuu

of

can

provide

a wi

de rang-

process.

management

Figure 3
Operational Management
1. Schedulmg

werkers

2.Evaluating Kousuu

GENTANI
MANAGEMENT

reduction

3.Evaluating productivity
4,Budgeting
5.Planning &

eyaluating

investment

capital

KOUSUUINFORMATION
1,Establishingstandard

conversion

cost

2.Setting prices
KOUSUU
PRODUCTION
MANAGEMENT

3,Analysingcurrent

profitability

4.Planning future profitability
5.Evaluating
value

engineering

6.Evaluating inventory &

work

in process
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ments

of

of

Service Process on ?erformance Measurement

information allows a comprehensive
all in-house products, and
enables

established

and

communicated

to

all

monitoring
relevant

concerned.

of

the

standards

When

multiplied

conversion

of

cost

ele-

perfbrmance to be

by

the appropriate

system
fbr products.
Kousuu forms the basis of a cost accQunting
compaConsequentlyitprovides one of the key decision inputs forthe manufacturing
ny.
For example, in Gentani fbrm itunderlies unit cost levelsand is therefore a usefu1
futureplans and targets. Moreover
basisfor evaluating
productivity and establishing
Kousuu provides insightintoproduct portfolioanalysis and planning. Controlling cost
of
is one way of improving profitabilityand reductions
in Kousuu are one means
achieving
this aim. Alterations in Kousuu also have implications forpricing policiesto
activity
be adopted
by the firm. Finally,
the success ofvalue engineering
(undertaken
to achieve
target cost levels)can also be achieved
by delivering
changes
in Kousuu and
than speeific customer
orders
the work time spent in producing for inventoryrather
can
be identifiedand assessed.
charge

rates,

BdtdCt
(2)!K!Qusuu,-pugggLang-!.igs!s

One importantaspect

meanKousuu isthe key role which itplays in establishing
ingful targets for the production functionand in the translation of these targets into
budgets. Figure 4 outlines how Kousuu is used for these purposes.

of

Figure 4
BdtdCt
!K!oQusggvi2!nge!Lanq-!2Qszs
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budgets in Kousuu form underlies
the financial budgeting
Thus the work
time implicationsof budgets are also available
and can be

process.

of

to communicate

both the budget and variance
feedback to the appropriate
areas
in the firm. In this way the Kousuu contributes
to the conversion
cost
ofresponsibility
budgets and through this element of the master budget to the overall profitplans and
used

budgets of the organisation.
-neerin

(3) KousuuandValueEn
Kousuu provide

the Japanese firm'svalue engineering
work.
Targets are established
at divisionallevel in terms of revenues,
costs
and
profitmargins.These are then decomposed to provide guidelines fbr the production sections in
the firm. For conversion
cost these take the fbrm of Kousuu. The production section
will use
the firm's value
engineering
section to assist it in modifying
its process of
manufacturing
(andin altering the product design)to achieve the set targets. Where
are
required
the necessary
changes
are
identified from
significant
cost reductions
analysis
of past Kousuu
and are expressed
in the time and work changes profiledby
the Kousuu. Thus Kousuu, rather than costing, provides the basic guidance fbridentithe continuous
fyingand managing
process of enhancing
productivity and reducing
an

important part

of

cost.

6, Conclusion
The
Kousuu

been
role

describedabove

Together they givea
expected
to be consumed

system.

and

in

fivereports

set of

are

operational

management,

the fbrmal documentationof the
constructive
visibility
on
how resources
have
in the organisation.
They play an important
constitutes

budgeting,and

Figure 5 illustrateshow these reports
of resource
objective
of improving the economy
ment.

financial
performance.
the
ment

success

and

of

Kaizen

All ofthe
aetivity.

feedbackwhich

operates

reports

can

value

engineering

to

combine
use,

so

manage-

cost

their underlying

support

reducing

cost

and

enhancing

indicate
initiate
and (ex-post)
(ex-ante)

They therefore support

beth at

and

an

and

managerial

ongoing

operative

cycle

ef

improve-

levels.

Each draws on the information
content
ofthe
prior one to ensure that together they firstidentify,and then place current work
and the expectaperformance in the context ofthe recent past achievements
tions which
were
ean be readily made
previously set for it. In this way an assessment
conversion
work
has been and guidance provided for
ofhow
successfu1
the operational
Each

of

the

reports

are

related

to the previous

ones.

futureaction.
This information provides a basis for reporting
to higher management.
It readily
allows the operational
activity of the firm to be monitored
by them. However ithas an
important dual function for it also contains
the detailand is in a form (non-financial)
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which
with
mal

makes

past and
linking of

it suitable as feedback (boththe
budgeted figures)to those carrying

fiesthe pressure
about

the

with

results

operational

delivercost

of

their past

success

to

is clarified by the

system

involvement. In these

and

aspects

action

savings.
effbrts.

figuresand the

absolute

on

out

the

operational

work.

daily basis re-enforces

a

comparisons

and

The fbrintensi-

In addition

itinformsoperational
personnel
Their responsibility
forimproving perfbrmance

their actions
liethe great

giventhe visibility
strengths

of

which

encourages

staff

Kousuu.

Figure' 5

TheKousuuRe
Report I

:::::::

Report II

::

ot'tin

Report III

::

S

stem

Report IV

i

BUDGETING
COSTMANAGEMENT

Report V

l
I

I
I
I
!

-----..----..J
,

VALUEENGINEERING
OPERATIONALMANAGEMENT

Thus Kousuu is a fundamental part of many
of the cost management
systems
in
Japan. It allows managerial
strategies
to be translated into meaningful
targets, it
allows
closely
and
it gives
visibility
to employee
effbrts to
progress to be monitored
improve Kousuu and therefore enables
to be linkedin a
performance measurement
constructive
manner
to the functionsof control and deeisionmaking.
It underlies
the
success
of more
and continuous
prominent processes such as target cost management
improvement. Ifcost reductions
are to be effected it is to Kousuu that Japanese management
and operatives
look both for a source of ideasand fora measure
of the success of their effbrts. The acid test for new policiesor practicesaimed
at improving cost
effectiveness
is their ability to eliminate
or reduce
Kousuu.
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